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-   Topdress the finished product with sand with approximately 1lb per square foot, spreading 
the sand out evenly which gives the grass extra nutrients (optional) 

- Water the surface after topdressing 

- Water regularly, just like you would with natural grass

-   Depending on the season, you will see grass starting to grow through the holes in just a 
few days or a few weeks. Wait up to 3-4 weeks before doing any mowing and keep off as 
much as possible for optimal integration

-   Depending on your Exolawn product, mowing height will vary (view the chart below to find 
out your correct mowing height) 

-   After mowing, it is important to blow or lightly rake off the grass blades that have been cut 

-   If there are areas that go dormant due to extreme traffic, aerate with solid tines, re-seed 
then topdress with sand. In most cases, just re-seeding and topdressing will do the trick! 

Maintenance 
Guideline

Name Mowing 
height Sanding height Application Natural 

grass Installation  

1201 1/2" 1/2" < Extreme traffic ~ 38% Directly on Surface

2003 4/5" 1lb per sq ft Medium traffic ~ 58% Directly on Surface

2802 1" 1.8 cm < Extreme traffic ~ 50% Directly on Surface

4003 1.25" 2-2.5 cm < Heavy traffic ~ 58% Directly on Surface

4004 1.25" 1lb per sq ft Medium traffic ~ 63% Directly on Surface



1. Measure and mark the desired site 

2. Remove stones, weeds or any additional objects before installing 

3.   Using a scissor or box cutters, cut out the straight edges that are attached (see picture 1) 

4. Roll the product out, cut and trim to desired measurement  

5. Using a shovel or garden spade, tuck one side of the edge into the soil (see picture 2) 

6. Apply U- shaped pins into the tucked edge using a hammer (see picture 3)

7.   After one side is tucked and pinned into the ground, pull the opposite side, starting from 
the middle. Make sure to have the product stretched tightly while inserting pins to ensure 
its flattened out evenly

8.   Apply additional U- shaped pins on the opposite edge and on any uneven areas (see 
graphic below for complete pin consumption) 

U pin every 1’ ¼”

U pin every 1’ ½”

6.5ft X 10 ft size

length

width

Installation instruction
for single roll

1. The surface you plan on installing should be even and solid

2. *If your soil and grass state is in fair condition please disregard and skip to 3*

i. If your current surface is too compact for growth, aerate the entire surface for best 
result, seed and sand after aerating 

ii. The new surface should be as solid as possible, not leaving deep footprints while 
walking and anchoring U-pins during installation

3.   If you have a grass surface, mow the existing grass to under an inch or the lowest setting 
your mower allows

4.   If there are bare spots on your grass lawn, fill with seed and sand or take basic measures 
to fix these areas before installing

5.   If there are any uneven lies on your surface, fill with sand to make sure the surface is 
even as possible

** To install multiple rolls, follow the same instructions above, just overlap the edges of 
the two rolls and join them by U-pinning the overlapped area (see picture 4)**
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